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ALMOND CREAM

• Two speeds and Pulse in-lid operations for 
precise control
To produce coarse to fine results

• Multipurpose stainless steel blade**
To chop raw fruits, vegetables or nuts and to 
mince parsley, chives or garlic for easy 
preparations
Mix and purée cooked fruit or vegetables with 
ease
To make bread crumbs or grind raw meat

• Whisk accessory
Ability to do more: whisking, whipping, stirring 
and even making whipped cream in just 30 
seconds***

• Drizzle basin
Trickle in the right amount of oil or other liquids
whilst in use
To create tasty dressings and sauces 

• The work bowl, multipurpose blade and whisk 
are all dishwasher-safe
Easy to clean

• Compact food chopper with lightweight design,  
simple in-bowl accessory storage and cord wrap
Compact and easy to store

• 1.19 L capacity BPA-free work bowl with pour 
spout and handle
Chop, mix and purée with fewer limitations
40% more chopping capacity*
Make pouring your dressing or sauce easy

*Compared to 5KFC3516.
**Do not process coffee beans or hard spices such as nutmeg, which could damage the food chopper.
*** Based on 240 ml of heavy cream (36% fat content).
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KitchenAid Food Chopper 5KFC0516

*These measures can vary within a tolerance range of 20%.
**Do not process coffee beans or hard spices such as nutmeg, which could damage the food chopper.

TECHNICAL DATA 
Wattage 240 W
Motor AC (alternating current)
Voltage 220 - 240 V
Frequency 50 / 60 Hz
Revolutions per minute (speed 1 to 2) 2450 to 3450* RPM
Body material Plastic
Product dimensions H × W × D 25.4 × 17.8 × 16 cm
Packaging dimensions H × W × D 29.5 × 18.3 × 18.3 cm
Master pack dimensions H × W × D 30.2 × 36.8 × 19.3 cm
Net weight 1.4 kg
Gross weight 1.6 kg
Master pack gross weight 3.5 kg
Master pack 2 units
Cord length (under base cord wrap) 91.4 cm
Country of origin China

REFERENCES COLOURS EAN EAN MASTER PACK (2 UNITS)
5KFC0516EER EMPIRE RED 5413184403904 5413184410956
5KFC0516BER EMPIRE RED 5413184403942 5413184410995
5KFC0516EAC ALMOND CREAM 5413184403898 5413184410940
5KFC0516BAC ALMOND CREAM 5413184403935 5413184410988
5KFC0516EBM MATTE BLACK 5413184403911 5413184410964
5KFC0516BBM MATTE BLACK 5413184403959 5413184402877
5KFC0516EOB ONYX BLACK 8003437239335 8003437225840
5KFC0516BOB ONYX BLACK 8003437239410 8003437225895

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

1.19 L BPA-free work bowl
Features a pour spout and handle to make 
pouring easy.
Dishwasher-safe.

Lid with liquid drizzle basin and Pulse/On 
button
Allows to easily incorporate liquid ingre-
dients while in use.
Quickly chop, mix and purée with precision.
Lid is dishwasher-safe.

Whisk accessory
Can be used to incorporate air into foods 
such as eggs, egg whites, heavy cream, 
mayonnaise, etc.

Stainless steel multipurpose blade**
For precise control, from coarse to fine. 
To chop raw fruits, vegetables or nuts, and 
mince parsley, chives, or garlic.
To mix and purée cooked fruit or vegetables 
to make baby food, or to use as bases for 
soups or sauces. 
Dishwasher-safe.

Chop (1)/Purée (2) selection lever
Quickly chop, mix and purée with precision, 
every day. Ideal for anything from creating a 
chunky pico de gallo, a creamy hummus or a 
smooth sauce.


